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... and this great weather is moving our vines along
fast. We are expecting an early season this year,
which will be a nice change from the late ones the
previous two years. An early and warm year comes
with its own challenges and benefits. On the bright
side, it is unlikely that rains, frost, hail, or any
severely damaging weather patterns will affect our
crop. There will also be no difficulty in ripening
our fruit. On the other hand, we need to keep a
close watch as the days for harvest approach so
that we are able to capture the fruit when it is both
ripe and also has enough acid to keep the future
wine in balance. We’ll also need to be vigilant
about watering our vines. If we water too little, a
heat spell could devastate the crop and kill the
vines. All in all, its life as usual for a farmer -
mother nature is in charge.
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It's been feeling like summer for
well over a month now,

we are preparing for our summer bottling.
We’ll be bottling white wines from the 2019
vintage, and also our high-end red wines
from 2017. We taste each and every barrel,
taking note of various flavor and textural
differences so that we can keep improving in
the years to come. Careful handling of the
wines from barrels to tank during their final
blending ensures that the delicate
characteristics of the wines are preserved
and oxygen is not able to degrade them. We
use inert gases instead of pumps during this
time, pressuring the vessels slightly and
using that pressure to transfer wine between
them. The wines are then lightly filtered,
bottled, and sent to our climate controlled
warehouse where they will finish the last part
of their journey. 

What a year it has been. The winery itself
remains relatively unaffected by all this, as
the work goes on, and the wines never slow
in their development process. The vineyards
also show no signs of trouble, and thankfully
our field workers are happy to have work, so
things on this end are mostly normal, other
than the distancing and sanitation
procedures that must be employed. We are
lucky to already be isolated here in the
beautiful Upper Ojai Valley. I hope you all
are well and safe.

In the winery,

www.topamountainwinery.com
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